Mitch on the Markets
Why Political Gridlock is Good for Stocks

By Mitch Zacks
\ Portfolio Manager

If watching the presidential debates and
thinking about the outcome of the
presidential election makes you cringe a
little, we have two things to tell you: 1)
You are not alone; and, 2) You probably
don’t have much to worry about when it
comes to stock market investing.

We’ll explain below why we think point #2
applies in this cycle. But before we do, it is
important to remind readers that Zacks
Investment Management is politically
agnostic. While we all hold our own
personal political views, we do not let
them enter into the investment process
whatsoever. If we allowed political bias to
influence our investment decision-making
process, it would mean straying from the
quantitative and qualitative processes that
have delivered us success over the years.
It’s simply not an option.

What we do watch and evaluate closely,
however, is how likely the winning
candidate is able to implement dramatic
policy shifts. At the end of the day, in our
view and from our experience, the market
is more concerned about the new
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president’s ability to legislate versus who
is actually doing the legislating. To
understand that risk, an investor has to
examine Senate and House races just as
critically as the presidential one.

The Classic Political Outcome:
Overpromise, Under-deliver

What the market is ultimately hoping for
is low legislative risk, which means a
“divided” government. The least friendly
outcome for stocks is if the president-elect
ends up with a super-majority in
Congress, which means legislative risk is
high. The controlling party can use a
legislative tool known as “budget
reconciliation,” which allows for expedited
legislation to change laws impacting
property rights, tax codes, and/or
government spending policies. If this is the
outcome of this election, then it would be
important to evaluate each policy change
and weight its impact on corporate profits
and the economic outlook. Stocks could
respond in any number of ways.
The other, more frequent outcome is a
“divided” government, where the
president is affiliated with one party and
Congress is either split or controlled by
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the other. In these outcomes, it is difficult
for the new president to make good on
promises made on the campaign trail, and
the risk of dramatic legislation fades. The
president almost always has to move to
the center to get new laws passed,
meaning a substantially watered down
version of what was promised. Markets
can generally handle an outcome that is
better than expected.

In the current scenario, Republicans
control both chambers of Congress, but
seats are up for grabs in both chambers
that could change that status. Oddsmakers in the market appear to favor a
GOP controlled House, with a toss-up for
the Senate (even though Republicans
currently control it 54 to 46). There is still
too much time between now and the
general election to opine on the
presidency.
Bottom Line for Investors

The long and the short for investors right
now is to ‘wait-and-see.’ We would
caution against making investment
decisions ahead of the outcome of the
election because of a political preference
or influence, and if the outcome of the
election is a divided government in any
form, it probably means the political
agenda promised during the election cycle
won’t be what was expected when it
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comes to actual policy-making. If there is
one vote investors should cast, it’s a vote
for gridlock.
-Mitch
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Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Inherent in any
investment is the potential for loss.
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